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FANTASY IN ENGLISH FICTION SINCE 1900
INTRODUCTION
The subject of fantasy bolds an interesting place
in the history of the Imagination and the Romantic Movement
in English Literature. In this thesis I am considering
only the fantasy in English fiction since 1900, and I pro-
pose to answer four main questions: (1) What is fantasy?
(2) What are the various kinds of fantasy? (3) Why do
people write fantasy? (4) Is fantasy worth writing?
In the consideration of these points I have read
as many as possible of the fantasies written in English
since 1900, and I have also made use of secondary source
material wherever possible.
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FANTASY IN ENGLISH FICTION SINCE 1900
Chapter I
The Nature of Fantasy
The study of literature has never recovered from
certain conventions imposed upon it by the passionless and
penetrating observation of Aristotle about two thousand years
ago. Ever since that time, the student of literature, feeling
an Eye upon him, and the presence of the Archetypal Critic
just over his shoulder, has been irresistibly compelled to
follow certain set formulas.
One of the most rigid of these rules concerns what
is known as the definition of terms. Thus every critic who
intends to write a simple monograph on, for example, the
technique of the romantic novel, will find himself sooner or
later facing the necessity of defining, not only technique,
but romantic and novel as well. The experimentalist evades
this responsibility as long as possible, a policy which
almost invariably results in ultimate irritation for him and
confusion for the reader. The traditionalist, with less
- - -
,
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.
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.
.
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originality but more plodding sense, disposes of the matter
at once.
Perhaps it would be well, therefore, to make clear
that by fiction, I mean any prose writing not based on fact,
and by English, I mean literature written in the English
language, thus including American fiction under this heading.
That leaves unelucidated only the term fantasy, in Y/hich case
a slightly more exhaustive treatment is necessary.
The subject matter or content of a novel is the
factor which determines its inclusion in this category, as
the primary characteristic of fantasy is its presentation of
events which the average man rejects as impossible. However
chaotic life may appear to the individual, the race, neverthe-
less, through centuries of observation and comparison, has
compiled a body of dogma on which all human affairs and cal-
culations are based. These laws take note of the regular
occurences of nature, of the fact that whatever goes up must
come down, that some time after the sun rises, it sets in the
west, never turning at noon and descending into the east from
whence it came; and these laws also allow for the vagaries of
nature, for intermittent volcanoes, earthquakes, eclipses, and
floods. But ever since the Middle Ages receded into time
..
.
.
.
.
f
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past, certain events have coiae to be regarded as impossible,
as contrary to this body of common sense doctrine on which the
average man rests. The literal transformation of a woman into
a fox, the sojourn in this world of two otherworldly beings,
the manufacturing of a living creature from even the very finest
spun glass, the presence of Satan on the earth in human form
—
these are held to be impossible. Hence, Garnett’s Lady Into
Fox
,
Van Doren’s The Transients
,
Elinor Wylie’s The Venetian
Glass Nephew
,
and Sylvia Townsend Warner’s Lolly WiHowes are
defined as fantasies.
Since fantasy concerns itself with the expression of
the impossible, it is obvious that the chief characteristic for
its success is plausibility. The author is, of course, unable
to accomplish this alone. The reader must be able to make a
more delicate adjustment than the reader of ordinary fiction,
an adjustment which Stanley Baldwin failed to make when he ob-
served that if Garnett’s lady had returned to human form at the
end of the book, he would not have been left with a feeling of
dissatisfaction. The reader must submit himself then, to a
willing suspension of disbelief. That is his contribution.
The author, on the other hand, must not betray the reader’s
trust. He must develope logically an impossible premise. How-
ever unnatural his first assumption is, the history of its
-
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causative effects must procede in accordance with natural laws,
There is, however, a definite difference between
fantasy and the fantastic. The fantastic, to put it briefly,
is strange, outlandish, odd, barbaric, but not impossible.
In fiction a line can be easily drawn between the two.
For example, in Sard Marker
,
by John Masefield, there is an air
of the subtly fantastic over the whole book, at least until the
capture of Sard and Marguerite by a self-styled Priest of Evil,
and lurid melodrama envelopes the situation. But aside from
this ending, the profusion of xicale flowers in the swamp, the
awful loneliness of Sard’s journey through the mountain deserts
filled with the great stone gods of a vanished people, and above
all, the sense of dreamlike impotence resulting from the fact
that each one of Sard’s frantic efforts to reach his ship ends
in his being farther away than before,—these are all fantastic;
and yet it is not a fantasy. Nothing threatens Sard except
cold and hunger, human enmity, animal ferocity, and his own
fever-crazed thoughts. The stone gods never leave their pedes-
tals to pursue him.
This air of the fantastic is intrinsic in many other
novels. Hugh Walpole’s Portrait of a man With Red Hair is an
instance of its unsuccessful use. After all, Air. Harkness is
..
.
.
.
.
.
merely mad, and the attempt to build up the suggestive atmosphere
of the little town oversteps distinction into the realm of
banality.
Tne Strange Case of miss _hanie Spragg
,
by Louis 3rom-
field is another of the genre which stops this side of fantasy.
Joseph 3each, in his Twentieth Century iiovel
,
with perhaps un-
conscious discrimination, labels it correctly "a fantastic
( 1 )
novel” rather than a true fantasy. There is an impression of
the supernatural in the emotional effect which the statue of
Priapus, the god of fertility, has on all those who come in
contact with it, and in the intimation that Annie is a witch
when she is seen by Shamus, dancing with her pet black goat in
Meeker’s Gulch. But everywhere Bromfield treats this element
with doubt and reserve, as a matter of hearsay, or rumor, or
the gossip which invariably arises about the actions of those
who in any way violate the herd instinct and live apart from
society. Moreover, never does the impossible present itself;
art does influence and mold humanity, and any woman as lonely
and frustrated as Miss Spragg might well turn even to a goat
for companionship if it showed her a little affection.
Perhaps in South hind
,
by Norman Douglas, the shimmer-
(1) Joseph Warren Beach, Tne Twentieth Century Novel p. 489
..
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ing, distorting illusion of the fantastic appears most clearly.
Over Nepenthe the atmosphere of mild eccentricity grows in
subtle intensity until not only humanity but abstract qualities
are invaded, and the good, the true, and the beautiful become
oddly unstable.
Thus Masefield, Walpole, Bromfield, and Douglas give
us various treatments of the fantastic, unlike Miss Warner,
Miss Wylie, Van Doren and Garnett, whose novels reveal them
as true fantasists.
Fantasy, moreover, as has been stated, is dependent
on the subject matter rather than on the method used. E. M.
Forster, in his Aspects of the Novel
,
notes that fantasy makes
additional demands on the reader either because of the oddness
of its subject matter or its method, and so he includes as
( 1 )
fantasists,Virginia Woolf and James Joyce. However, it seems
more logical to place these novelists in the category of the
fantastic in method, as Masefield, Walpole, Bromfield, and
Douglas stand in the fantastic in content.
For in Mrs. Dalloway
,
and To the Lighthouse, and even
more particularly in The Waves
,
Mrs. Woolf make use of a
narrative technique wnich, in comparison with the form of the
(1) E. M. Forster, x^spects of the Novel p. 160
..
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novel in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, may well be
called fantastic. There is almost a complete lack of any
plot structure, for the attention is centered rather on the
inner consciousness of the characters concerned. She employs
the stream-of-consciousness method to a large degree, follow-
ing the thought and sensation processes of the characters in
a delicately manipulated succession of shifting emotions.
The technique of Joyce in Ulysses is also fantastic,
somewhat after the manner of Sterne in 'Tristram Shandy
,
not
only in the larger matter of his at times almost unintelligible
adherence to the stream-of-consciousness, but also in his lack
of punctuation, his bizarre sentence structure, and the intricate
twistings of the plot architecture as a whole.
Tnen too, to carry this definition of Mrs. Woolf and
Joyce as fantasists because of their narrative technique, to
its logical conclusion, it would be necessary to include in
this category as well, William Faulkner and Sherwood ,-hiderson,
which is obviously absurd. For while Faulkner’s use of the
stream-of-conscioasness technique as developed by henry James,
in The Sound and the Fury
,
and „.s I Lay Dying
,
may be called
fantastic, as may Sherwood hnderson’s presentation of life in
episodic snatches of sensation and action, nevertheless, both
.
Faulkner and Anderson are realists, not fantasists. They por-
tray life as they feel it to be with no concern for the impossi-
bilities which form the oasis of fantasy.
Moreover, it is difficult to determine the exact
boundary in style between the odd and the natural. In the field
of narrative method what is odd to one generation becomes
familiar to the next. Therefore it seems more reasonable to
restrict fantasy definitely to those stories whose subject
matter, rather than whose method, is unusual.
Mr. Forster also makes a distinction between fantasy
and prophecy. In the first place, both treat the supernatural
but on different levels.
"They are alike in having gods", states Mr. Forster,
"and unlike in the gods they have. There is in both the sense
of mythology which differentiates them from other aspects of
our subject. An invocation is again possible; therefore on
behalf of fantasy let us now evoke all beings wno inhabit the
lower air, the shallow water, and the smaller hills, all Fauns
and Dryads and slips of the memory, all verbal coincidences,
Pans and puns, all that is medieval this side of the grave.
When we come to prophecy we shall utter no invocation, but it ^
will have been to whatever transcends our abilities, even when
.„ .
.
.
.
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it is numan passion that transcends them, to the deities of
India, Greece, Scandinavia, and Judaea, to all that is medie-
val beyond the grave and to Lucifer son of the morning. By
their mythologies we shall distinguish these two sorts of
(1J
novels.”
In the second place, the power of fantasy is limited
wnile the reach of prophecy is not. In fantasy "the stuff
of daily life will be tugged and strained in various directions,
the earth will be given little tilts, mischievous or pensive,
spot lights will fall on objects that have no reason to anti-
cipate or welcome them, and tragedy herself, though not ex-
cluded, will have a fortuitous air as if a word would disarm
her. The power of fantasy penetrates into every corner of
the universe, but not into the forces that govern it— the stars
that are the brain of heaven, the army of unalterable law, remain
untouched—and novels of this type have an improvised air,
which is the secret of their force and charm. They may contain
solid character drawing, penetrating and bitter criticism of
conduct and civilization; yet our simile of the beam of light
must remain, and if one god must be invoked specially, let us
call upon nermes—messenger, thief, and conductor of souls to
( 2 )
a not too terrible hereafter."
(1) E. id. Forster, aspects of the hovel pp. 161-162
(2) Ibid. pp. 162-163
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CHAPTER II
THE VARYING FORMULAS FOR FANTASY
In a consideration of the various kinds of fantasy,
it is obvious that there are many apparent impossibilities which
can form the basis of a novel. One device is the introduction
of gods, fairies, or some kind of supernatural beings into
every-day life.
The Crock of Gold
,
by James Stephens, follows this
formula by combining the world of realism and the world of the
supernatural. We have presented to us on the one hand, the Irish
peasants, and on the other, the world of the unreal in which
Leprecauns, fairies, and gods, both Greek and Celtic, move
freely about. The Philosophers stand between these two realms,
understanding a little of both and partaking wholly of neither.
But this division of the two worlds is never emphasized by
Stephens. They merge into each other, thus creating the illusion
of the matter-of-fact interlocking of real and unreal which is
the basis of all true fantasy.
Stephens* characterization of the Leprecauns makes
use of typical fairy tradition. They are busy people, interested
.'
.
,
.
.
'
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in their own affairs, and only roused to vengeful activity
against the human race when their pot of gold is stolen. Even
then their spite takes only the relatively mild form of afflict-
ing the thief and his wife with an attack of rheumatism. More-
over, they are accepted as a familiar part of life by the humans
The children of the Philosophers are no less, but no more,
interested or surprised by the appearance of a Leprecaun than
they are by a rabbit or a squirrel or a shaft of sunlight
piercing through the dark trees of the forest in which they live
And when a policeman is lucky enough to blunder into and catch
a Leprecaun in the dark, his first reaction is not primarily
one of amazement but the eminently sensible decision to compel
his prisoner to reveal the whereabouts of the traditional pot
of gold.
V^ith the gods, however, the golden age comes again.
Pan and Angus Og, pagan Greek and pagan Celt, are both at home
in Irish sunlight. It is the gods and not the Leprecauns who
interest themselves in human affairs and who labor to free
mankind from the intellectual and industrial prison in which
his spirit is chained.
Instead of the gods of the golden age, in The Man
who Was Thursday Chesterton presents an allegorical interpreta-

tion of the Christian god. The gigantic and mysterious figure
of Sunday is revealed, at the masquerade with wnich the book
ends, as the Christ who, majestic and omnipotent, yet submits
himself to the same mental and physical torment as is borne
by the poorest of his followers. If Chesterton paints him
vaguely and symbolically, with a lack of the clear-cut and
classic calm of Stephens* pagan deities, that is because Ches-
terton is portraying a god who stands too close to his own life
to be fully realized. Stephens is working with his intellect,
Chesterton with his emotions.
Aside from this mystical conclusion, in which the
author’s theory of evil and the necessity of suffering is ex-
plained, the novel is fantastic, rather than true fantasy.
That is, while the events are bizarre in the extreme, from the
melodramatic beginning where Syme is introduced by Gregory to
the Society of World Anarchists in their bomb and machine-gun
lined, underground cavern, to the equally melodramatic climax
where Syme and his comrades turn on the breakwater to face a
whole community of irench citizens evidently mad with anarchism,
still the true interest is in what goes on in the minds of the
characters. Each member of the Council believes the others to
be desperate criminals, while in reality all are detectives

from Scotland Yard. And while the inhabitants of the French
towns through which the detectives pass are confident that
they are pursuing deadly members of society, the detectives
believe that they are being hunted by the foes of civilization.
And since the entire action until the end is due to misunder-
standing and mental misapprehension, it can only be strange
and never impossible. There can be no true fantasy in the
realm of mental psychology because nothing is impossible there.
It is only in the world of physical nature that the naive
realists, whose ranks we all must join, in order to carry on
our every-day pursuits, are able to say,”This can happen but
tnat cannot.” And so it is only in rearranging the laws of
physical nature that fantasy, or the plausible treatment of the
impossible, can exist.
In The Avatars
,
by G. W. Russell, we are told the
story of two gods who descend to earth in order to win men
back from the ugliness and spiritual death of an industrial
civilization to a feeling of oneness with the beauty of nature,
in which lies their only hope of future happiness. These gods
are more ethereal, more luminous, less concrete and classical,
than the gods of Stephens. On the title page is a quotation
from Claude Monet, ”The Light is the real person in the picture”
and that is what the avatars are, light rather than form.
..
.
.
.
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radiance ratiier than shape. They are the embodiment of a mystic’s
dream of the way to perfection.
Thus Hassell tells how Aodh came to have a vision of
his heavenly descent: "The boy climbed upwards. He felt the
huge mountain to be living. It poured its strength into him.
There was a vibration in the air like that melody of the aether
which had sounded on his ear, but now it grew until the mountain
seemed mad with song. As he climbed from the last trees he
saw far above him the light brightening on the highest plateau,
and he ran up the steep side in nis eagerness lest it might fade
before he came. There were voices mingling with the music,
voices ethereal and divinely gentle, yet with all the power of
that great tone out of which they rose. As he overcame the last
steep rock and stood on the turf of the plateau his eyes were
dazzled, for there rose into the blue night a mighty and many-
colored palace, walls and towers all luminous opal enwrought
with precious fires and carven over with mythic forms. From
the great gate came a blinding light, but the boy unterrified
passed through it; and he was in the lofty nail and, through
a light intense but clear, he saw many immortals shining as
that figure he had beheld in dream, but beyond nis dream in
majesty, each on their thrones, with calm faces turned to him.
As the child strode into the hall, the immortals from their
..
.
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thrones descending stood with bowed heads, for the child who
was there was one of themselves, one who had left the Imperish-
able Light, laying aside sceptre and diadem and had narrowed
himself to that body that he might waken the souls in the abyss
of earth. At that moment Aodh was divested of the childhood
into which he had imagined himself, and he towered up to a
consciousness unimaginable and not to be fully remembered by
( 1 )
his mortality, for it enveloped Earth and Heaven.”
The whole is a mystical, metaphysical plea in
poetic prose for the supremacy of light over darkness.
Sylvia Townsend Warner* s Lolly WiHowes
,
the story
of the pursuit of a Victorian spinster by Satan, the loving
huntsman, who helps her to escape family domination, and become
free and contented as a witch, is one of the most successful
of modern fantasies. It follows the most perfect pattern for
this type of fiction.
The beginning is entirely of this world. Laura*
s
father dies and she comes to London to live with her brother
and nis wife since, at that period of feminine history, it
was impossible for a lady to live alone. She becomes the
helpful maiden aunt, arranges the flowers, helps Caroline with
(1) George W. Russell, The Avatars pp. 35-36

the sewing, and reads the Times after it has been relinquished
by her brother, all quite in the Victorian tradition. And then
almost imperceptably we are led down a wrong path away from this
world, farther and farther into the world of fantasy.
Perhaps the almost unnoticed turning comes when Laura
sees the beech leaves in the grocer’s window and learns that they
come from the village of Great Mop. That is Satan’s first
definite lure for Laura’s soul. And from that time on, the
happy though entirely untraditional ending is inevitable. When
the hunt is over, Laura finds content at last in the thought
that from henceforth she is free from all humdrum respectability,
free except for the lightly felt domination of a careless Master
who, in a gamekeeper’s suit and with a gun over his shoulder,
is already on the track of another quarry.
Much of the story’s fascination is due to the clear
and carefully shaped prose in which it is told. In the Saturday
Review, L. P. Hartley notes: "Miss Viamer’s curious tale owes
something to Mr. Garnett in its conception and to Defoe in its
execution. It is beautifully written in a flexible, sensitive,
unpretentious prose free of preciosity and mannerism; feline
iu
in the best sense.”
(1) Hartley, L. P. , Saturday Review, Feb. 6, 1926, p. 165
..
.
.
,
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In Ifaclay by T. F. Powys, it is Death who enters a
little English village on a mission to "unclay" two of its
inhabitants, which two, however, he has unfortunately forgotten.
al
But to a scientific^ exact inquiry, it might be difficult to
classify this novel as one in which the ordinary world is visited
by the supernatural. For the world which Powys creates is in
no sense ordinary. The greater part of those characters whose
brutality and avarice have not carried them to the verge of
insanity as in the case of Farmer I«iere and James Dawe, are
merely inactive, forming a gossiping chorus to the drama. Mr.
Hayhoe, the clergyman, is a good man but regarded by Powys as
pitifully inadequate in the battle against evil. Susie Dawe,
who falls in love with Death, is emotionally a child, and Joseph
Bridle, her lover, is a cautious, steady, farm boy, hesitating
to grasp an opportunity when it arises. Thus in this whole
electric atmosphere, like the menacing approach of summer
thunder, the visible presence of Death adds no discord to the
note of lowering darkness.
Yet the definite reason for the failure of Unclay to
be entirely convincing as fantasy, is pointed out by H. 0.
Harwood. He says, "The wildest of fantasy, if it is not to fall
to bits, must nave some logic in its development, and the
arrows of satire cannot be effective, unless they are aimed at
.Jfi
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a target. No logic binds together Unclay, and the butt of the
satire seeras, if it ever existed, to have perished half a
( 1 )
century ago."
The Transients
,
a first novel by a poet, Mark Van
Doren, is the story of John and Margaret, two beings from
another freer world, who put on mortality for a period of
three months. Margaret, fearing that in the return to their
own world, their love for each other may oe lost or forgotten,
wishes to remain a mortal. But John, who despises humanity
and the pride which mortals feel in their own deficiencies,
is determined to return.
In reviewing this fantasy, Clifton Fadiman says of
the author: "He can introduce into his transcendental tale the
most mundane and ordinary speeches and happenings. He does
not try to give an effect of the unearthly; he tries to tell a
plain tale of sometiaing extraordinary that took place upon the
( 2 )
earth." And it is precisely this viewing of the supernatural
in the light of the natural which gives the book its air of
truth.
Van Doren* s style is restrained, almost stilted, at
(1) Harwood, H. C., Saturday Heview
,
Sept. 26, 1931, p. 396
(2) Fadiman, Clifton, Books, Jan. 6, 1935, p. 4
..
times. It is a quiet book with a sense of reality overlaying
the atmosphere of a New England summer landscape. With their
power of moving and changing all the lives with which they
come in contact, yet John and Margaret pass tnrough this life
untouched and untouchable, out to the greater world from which
they came.
Perhaps these examples are sufficient to show the
expression of the impinging of the supernatural on the natural.
In spite of the variety of treatment, there are several points
of resemblance among these novels. All share the conception
of humanity as changed and developed by the influence of other-
worldly beings. In none of these books are the supernatural
presences inimical to the world of reality. Even Death regrets
the urgent necessity of his errand. And in none are the
inhabitants of another world influenced by mortals, everywhere
the preponderance of power is conceded to the supernatural.
Another favorite device is the introduction of the
ordinary man into the world of fantasy end unreality, lor
example, in several modern fantasies, contemporary man is
seized and flung into the world of the future.
Since 1S00, H. G. Wells has been the cnief follower
of Jules Verne and Edward Bellamy in this type of fiction.

Perhaps The Time ivlachine is as interesting an example as any
of Wells' efforts in this manner. Por one thing, the world
some eight hundred thousand years in the future which is reached
by the Traveller on the Time Machine is discovered to be in-
nabited by humans far lower in intelligence than the men of
today, a quite different picture than that painted by most
Utopists and by Wells himself in his other Utopian fiction.
The theory of this machine which is able to travel
in time as an automobile trav^s in space, is elaborately
accounted for with an ingenuity which makes it difficult to
lay a finger on any fallacy in it. Van Wyck Brooks notes that
Wells has a "mind that immoderately enjoys inventing, erecting,
id
and putting things together”, and when this is combined with
( 2 )
"a sense of the infinite plasticity of things", a sense that
natural laws may easily be discovered to be mistaken and that
the bases of our entire physical existence at present may be
completely changed, then The Time macnine is the result.
In this year, eight hundred thousand years ahead, the
Traveller finds humanity divided into two groups. On the surface
of the earth lives a race of small and beautiful human beings
(1) Van Wyck Brooks, The Y/orld of H. G. Wells p. 34
(2) Ibid. p. 20

with the minds of children. They live together in a world
from wnioh all struggle has been eliminated, all diseases
conquered, all noxious weeds and insects exterminated, and
all obstacles to happiness removed. Laughing, singing,
dancing, and wreathing themselves with thornless roses, they
are the products of a civilization in which all causes for
struggle have been abolished, and hence too, tne necessity
for strength, courage, intelligence and endurance has likewise
disappeared. It is the sunset of humanity.
Meanwhile, under the earth live a tribe of ugly
human animals, the descendants of present day factory workers,
miners, and subway employees. Held in subjection away from
the light for thousands of years, it is they who do all the
manual work for the sunlit people above them. But now at
night they come out of the ground and prey upon the childish
descendants of their former masters, who live in fear of the
dark. It is not a pleasant picture.
The Traveller, who barely escapes with his life, is
carried still further into the future until at last he finds
himself on a lonely beach in a chill twilight. A dead crimson
sun covers more than half the sky. There is no sign of life
on the rocks or in the sea except where a black creature
-'
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about the size of a football flops over and over on the shore*
With this view of the ultimate extinction of life on the
earth and the apparent nullification of all human endeavor,
the Time Traveller returns to his friends. It is a curiously
pessimistic picture to precede the cheerful social-experimental
fiction in which Wells later indulged.
Unlike The Time Machine in everything except its
implication that where there is no struggle the people perish,
is Aldous Huxley’s picture of the future World State entitled
3rave hew World
,
a cynical side-glance at Miranda’s enchanted
cry, ”0 brave new world, that hath such people in it!” This
is a presentation of a Utopia not to be sought but to be
avoided, as Pelham Edgar says in his Art of the Novel, ”not
( 1 )
an incentive but a warning’,’ by a ”Voltaire on a reduced
( 2 )
scale”.
The quotation from Nicholas Berdiaeff on the title
page bears out this view. ”La vie rnarche vers les utopies.
Et peut-etre un siecle nouveau commence-t-il, un siecle ou
les intellectuels et la classe cultivee reveront aux rnoyens
d’eviter les utopies et de retoumer a une societe non
(1) Pelham Edgar, The Art of the Novel p. 280
(2) Ibid. p. 280

( 1 )
utopique, moins parfaite’ et plus libre."
Freedom—that is the cry of the thinking man today,
the individualist who sees the world sinking under the
domination of a state or a tyrant. And in this book Huxley
portrays with bitter clarity, the completely socialist state,
the motto of which is Community, Identity, Stability. Lien
ana women before birth are divided into five social classes.
The members of each class are conditioned into complete con-
formity with their fellow-workers of the same class, and with
the ideals of the state as a wnole. Thus the Alphas are the
intellectual rulers and the scale runs down to the Epsilons,
half-morons, who are taught from birth to do the manual
labor and to like it.
Thus there is no possibility of any individual
escaping his social destiny, toork is light, entertainment
is plentiful and cheap, and if any momentary frustration or
unhappiness occurs, a grain or two of a harmless drug called
soma sends the individual into a happy dream where all cares
are washed away. This complete domination of the individual
for the stability of the state is nuxley*s view of the
ultimate and logical end of the mechanistic civilization
(1) Aldous Huxley, Jrave hew World Title page

of today
Yet L. A. G. Strong, the English novelist, places
the emphasis squarely on the essential weakness of the attempt
when he says: "It is an astonishing feat of sheer intellect.
But disgust, its driving force, if it is to be the main-spring
of great art needs to be coupled with exceptional human
imagination, as in Swift: and of human imagination Mr, Huxley
( 1 )
has little."
Still in the future, but utterly different in style
and concept from either of these books, is Robert Nathan’s
lovely Road of Ages . The Jews are going into exile, -u.11
countries have rejected them and turned them out, except the
Mongols who have offered them a home in the Gobi desert.
According to Burton Rascoe, Nathan "lifts the aspect
of the human scene he wishes to contemplate and reveal, into
the realm of fantasy; his people are delicate and appealing
caricatures; by following a logic of absurdity he implies
much about his misgivings concerning the human race and its
tendencies to evil and injustice, and yet in doing so, he
shows the comic side of the little stupidities which make for
(1) L. A. G. Strong, Spectator, Feb. 13, 1932, p. 224.
. .
.
( 1 )
evil and injustice.”
The book is memorable for the vast sweep of its
theme contrasted with the serene harmony and simple clarity
of its treatment. The subject is epic but the style is lyric.
Quarrelling, loving, hating, planning, a great host of Jews,
of all ages and nationalities, move slowly forward down the
valley of tne Danube and across the Russian steppes toward
the desert which is to be their home, another and a fairer
Zion of which a faint conception glimmers through all the minds
clouded with fear, despair and grief.
Turning from the future, we find in Joseph O’Neill’s
Land under England an example of the ordinary man’s adventures
in a sub-human world. Mr. O’Neill, however, is a satirist
primarily and a fantasist only incidentally, as was Jonathan
Swift. He works through fantasy to warn us against the
destruction of human liberty by a fascist state.
Anthony Julian finds a trap-door in the Roman Wall
in the north of England, and discovers the descendants of the
Romans, driven underground by the barbarian invasions, who
have created the perfect state by removing from its inhabitants
all individual will or thought and placing it in the hands of
(1) Burton Rascoe, Books, Feb. 5, 1935, p. 1.
. .
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the high Ones, the Masters of Knowledge, to he used for the
advancement of the state. It is in the details of this
strange underground adventure that O’Neill excels. On the
one hand, the heavy darkness lighted by lurid brilliance,
the murderous, double-bodied spiders, as large as tigers,
with their lasso-like tentacles, the whole weird underground
landscape, and on the other hand, the emotional effect on
Julian of the living dead with whom he is surrounded, his
awful loneliness, one individual against the tremendous and
unified fusion of an entire society—these remain in the
memory with almost equal emphasis. The first characteristics
place O’Neill among the more melodramatic fantasists, the
second show his real purpose to be satire.
Harold Strauss, in the New York Times, feels that
O’Neill stands half-way between two definite types of fantasy.
"There are two distinct types of fantasies:’’ he says, "the one,
exemplified by Wells, gains its elements of probability by
the author’s adherence to well-known scientific hypotheses;
the other, exemplified by Swift, gains its probability by the
use of recognizable human customs, institutions and principles
for a satiric purpose. Land Under England stands halfway
( 1 )
between the scientific and the satiric fantasy."
(1) Harold Strauss, i;ew iork lines, Aug. 11,1935, p. 6

James Hilton’s Lost Horizon
,
on the contrary,
carries us into the realm of the supe,r-human. The story of
the valley of Blue Moon and its monastery, where the xnonks
have found the secret of amazing longevity, is told simply
and clearly, with delicacy and restraint. There is a
nostalgia about it, the feeling of wistful sorrow with which
loan realizes that in very trw.th his days are as the grass,
that time is flowing by too swiftly. No time—no time— is
the cry of hurrying humanity, but in the valley of Blue
Moon time has been lengthened to include a portion of eternity.
Because young Mallinson was not content with the peace there,
Carter left to help him return home, but the memory of that
warm timelessness called him back, and behind that horizon
he finally disappears.
The ordinary man in the world of marvellous adven-
ture is best represented by Lord Dunsany’s Travel Tales of Mr.
Joseph Jorkens and Jontens Remembers Africa
. A modern Mun-
chausen, Mr. Jorkens surpasses his predecessors in somewhat
the same degree as the speed of the airmail outstrips the
jpony express.
Jorkens* adventures almost all take place on more
or less recognizable, though distant spots of the earth’s
..
.
.
.
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surface. But lie meets with strange creatures, the ahu labeeb
in the papyrus reeds of Egypt, a creature between animal and
man, who uses fire by which to warm himself and with which
to cook his food, the unicorn in Africa which he is only pre-
vented from shooting by the fact that he forgot to. load his
gun before starting out. He is met by opportunities to gain
incalculable riches; he finds a beach of pearls on an uncharted
island, and bowls of rubies, diamonds and sapphires in a cave
guarded by Golden Gods. But always this wealth just slips
through his fingers. He forgets the latitude and longitude
of the island, and the curse of the Golden Gods proves too
potent.
Jorkens ' own ingenuity works wonders. Trapped by
unscalable cliffs in a valley after an earthquake, he escapes
by harnessing himself to a flock of ducks, who were captured
by means of a clever contrivance baited with raw potato of
which ducks are evidently inordinately fond. Jorkens, in
other words, is never daunted.
But perhaps the most interesting adventure of all is
one that did not concern Jorkens, but a friend of his, a
Mr. Terner. In Our Cousins in Mars and The Slugly Beast is
told the story of Terner’ s first visit to Mars where man is no
..
.
.
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longer in control of the world, and of his return to the
planet to fight the reigning beasts. There is no underlying
meaning to these gorgeous tales. They are sheer adventure
beyond the restrictions of earthly boundaries.
With W. H. Hudson’s Green Mansions
,
we are in the
shadowy borderland between delicate realism and fantasy.
Harold Stearns feels that the note of realism predominates
when he says, "The narrative is a slender strong thread on
which are strung gorgeous panoramas and prose poems of match-
less vibrant color. The Rima of vision and fact seem to blend
and emerge from each other as naturally as the eerie fairyland
of night shadows and flickering tropic lights is succeeded
by the stark sunlit stubble of the broad savannah in day;
( 1 )
romance is heightened by reality with consummate tact.’1
Life in the forests of South America with the natives
is presented with clear simplicity. It is only with the
entrance of Rima, the lovely, bird-like girl of the haunted
grove, that the overtones of fantasy creep in, fantasy in its
most restrained and attenuated form.
Finally, no consideration of the introduction of
(1) Harold Stearns, New Republic, June 17, 1916, p. 177

ordinary humans into the realm of no-man* s-land would be com-
plete without mention of that children* s classic, Peter and
Wendy
,
by James M. Barrie. There is a justified fascination
in this story of the journey of Wendy and John and Michael to
the Neverland, with all the Lost Boys; a Neverland which faded
from their memories as they grew up because they no longer
"believed*'. As *<endy says to her small daughter, Jane, *'It is
( 1 )
only the gay and innocent and heartless who can fly.’*
fantasists have also turned to the animal world for
story and setting. With the destruction of all barriers between
the tangible and the intangible, the writer of fantasy is able
to enter imaginatively and protray sympathetically the world
of the animals on a lower level than man.
The Wind in the Willows
,
by Kenneth Grahame, is an
attempt to treat animals as humans, with reference particularly
to everyday life. No one wno has ever felt the attraction of
Toad and Mole and Bat and Badger can willingly relinquish its
memory.
Nevertheless, I am unable to agree with A. A. Milne
when he says, in the introduction to Toad of Toad Hall
,
his
dramatization of the tale, that the absence of a logical working
(1) James M. Barrie, Peter and Wendy p. 260

out of a fantastic assumption in no way detracts from the ex-
ID
cellence of The Wind in the willows . Grahame has not followed
the pattern which is the basis of all successful fantasy, and
however delightful the result may be, this obvious flaw remains.
In the beginning we accept Toad, Rat, and Mole as the
inhabitants of a world of their own, in which the River and
the Wild Wood are the important localities. Suddenly, however,
we are faced with the necessity for a different assumption. We
find Toad in the midst of ordinary humans, stealing an ordinary
automobile, and engaged in altercations with ordinary jailors
and washerwomen. This breaics up the logical continuity.
On the other hand, the appearance of Pan, and nis
protection of little Portly, the lost baby otter, is perfectly
natural and in keeping with the idyllic mood of the book. It
is only where the human world enters into the animal world on
equal terms that the illusion suffers and the thread of fantastic
logic is broken.
Tne Tnree iviulla-.,iulgars
,
by Walter De La Mare, is a
happier presentation of the animal world of fantasy. It differs
from The 7, ind in tne willows not only in its adherence to a
(1) Patrick Chalmers, Kenneth Grahame; Life, Letters and
THpuBTTsKeTTork pTT37
.fc£ - i ^
.
logical development, but also in that it places itself definitely
in a faraway world of magic and wonder instead of on the familiar
banks of the Thames.
De La Mare’s lovely prose is in strict accord with the
beauty of the three Mulla-Mulgars *. search for the valleys of
Tishnar. Indeed, Megroz, in his critical study of De La Mare,
devotes some time to a consideration of the vowel sounds which
help compose the musical names with which the book abounds, in
a somewhat futile attempt to discover exactly where their magic
( 1 )
lies.
One device which gives the book its atmosphere, at
once of magic and reality, is the author’s use of meticulous
and colorful detail, and his fondness for catalogues. The hut
in which the monkeys lived "had been built 319 Munza years
before by a traveller, a Portugall or Portingal, lost in the
( 2 )
forest 22, 997 leagues from home." It was "as dry as tinder.
It had in it a broken firestone, a kind of chest or cupboard,
a table, and a stool, both rough and insect-bitten, but still
strong. Zebbah sniffed and grunted, and pushed and peered
about. And he found all manner of strange and precious stuff
(1) Walter L. Megroz, waiter De ha mare; ^ Critical Study p.239
(2) Walter De La Mare, Tne Three xaulla- .ulgars p. 11

half-buried in the hut-pots for Subbub; pestles and basins for
Manaka-cake, etc.; three bags of great beads, clear, blue, and
emerald; an old rusty musket; nine ephelantoes’ tusks; a bag
of Margarita stones; and many other things, besides cloth and
( 1 )
spider silk and dried-up fruits and fishes."
This tale of the heroic brothers on their long journey
in their father’s footsteps "beyond and beyond, forest and river,
forest, swamp and river, the mountains of Arakkaboa, leagues,
leagues away" is best considered merely as a fascinating story
of epic adventure and brave endeavor. The attempt to fit a
carefully worked out allegory to the entire action is unnecessary.
However, there is an undertone of half-hid, deeper
meaning, never obtrusive but ever-present, the saga of the
mortal journey toward an immortal dream. This can be best
understood by the direct quotation of a footnote in the early
part of the book.
"Tishnar is a very ancient word in Munza, and means
that which cannot be thought about in words, or told, or expressed.
So all the wonderful, secret, and quiet world beyond the Mulgar’s
lives is Tishnar—wind and stars, too, the sea and the endless
(1) halter De La Mare, The Three Mulla-i.ulgars p. 12

unknown. But here it is only the Beautiful One of the Mountains
that is meant. So beautiful is she that a Mulgar who dreams
even of one of her maidens, and wakes still in the presence of
his dream, can no longer be happy in the company of his own
kind. He hides himself away in some old hole or rocky fastness,
lightless, matted and uncombed, and so thins and pines, or
becomes a Wanderer or koh-mulgar. But it is rare for this to
be, for very few Mulgars dream beyond the mere forest, as it
were; and fewer still keep the memories of their dreams when
the lifelong vision of i/iunza returns to their waking eyes.
The Valleys of Tishnar lie on eitner flank of the Mountains of
Arakkaboa, though she herself wanders only in the stillness of
the mountain snows. She is shown veiled on the rude pots of
Assasimmon and in Mulgar scratch-work, with one slim-fingered
hand clasping her robe of palest purple, her head bent a little,
as if hearkening to her thoughts; and she is shod with sandals
of silver. Of these things the wandering Oomgar-nuggas, or
black men, tell. From Tishnar, too, comes the Last Sleep—
the sleep of all the World. The last sleep just of their own
life only is Noomanossi—darkness, change, and the unreturning.
And Immanala is she who preys across these shadows, in this
valley. So, too, the Mulgars say, ”Fooma, Nooma”, when they
mean shadow, as ”In the sun paces a leopard’s Nooraa at her side.”

Meermut, wuich means in part also shadow, is the shadow, as
it were, of lesser light lost in Tishnar’s radiance, just as
moonlight may cast a shadow of a pine tree across a smouldering
fire. There is ,too, a faint wind that breathes in the forest
twilight and starsuine of Munza called the Wind of Tishnar. It
was, I think, the faint murmur of this wind that echoed in the
ear of Mutta-mattutta as she lay dying, for in dying, one hears,
it is said, what in life would carry no more tidings to the
mind than light brings to the hand. Nod’s bells that he heard,
and thought were his father’s must have been the Zeweras' bells
of Tishnar’s Water-middens, all wandering Meermuts. These
Water-middens, or uater-maidens are like the beauty of the
moonlight. The countless voices of fountain, torrent, and
cataract are theirs. They, with other of Tishnar’s Maidens,
come riding on their belled Zevveras, and a strange silence
falls where tneir little invisible horses are tethered; while,
perhaps, the Maidens sit feasting in a dell, grey with moonbeams
and ghostly flowers. Even the sullen Mullabruk learns somehow
of their presence, and turns aside on his fours from the silvery
mist of their glades and green alleys, just as in the same wise
a cold air seems to curdle his skin when some haunting Nooma
passes by. All the inward shadows of the creatures of ivlunza-
Mulgar are Noomanossi’ s; all their phantoms, spirits, or
Meermuts are Tishnar’s. And so there is a never-ending change-

ableness and strife in their snort lives. The leopard, (or
Hoses as they call her, for the beauty of her clear black
spots) is Meermut to her cubs, Uooma to the dodging Skeetoes
she lies in wait for, stretched along a bough. Her beauty
is Tishnar’s; the savagery of her claws is Uoomanossi’ s. So
uunza’s children are dark or bright, lovely or estranging,
according as Meermut or Uooma prevails in their natures. And
thus too, they choose the habitation of their bodies. Yet
because dark is but day gone, and cruelty unkindness, therefore
even the heart-shattering Uoomanossi, even Immanala herself, is
only absent Tishnar. But there, as everyone can see, I am
( 1 )
only chattering about what I cannot understand.”
Another type of fantasy is that which specifically
contradicts the laws of nature as we understand them. In
some sense all fantasy is a contradiction of the laws of
nature, or rather an appeal to a nature beyond nature, but
there is a genre which denies the efficacy of particular rather
than general laws. The first of these is that treatment
wuich presents various metamorphoses.
In David Garnett’s Lady Into Fox
,
one of the most
skilful of this type, we are told the story of the transforma-
(1) Walter De La Mare, Tne Three Mulla-Mulgars pp. 14-16
..
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tion of Mrs. Tebrick into a vixen. The method used by Garnett
is the same which two hundred years ago caused Daniel Defoe to
be called a liar. This quotation from Garnett might, without
the slightest incongruity appear in the story of hobinson
Crusoe, or in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels .
”1 am by second nature a true sceptic and scarcely
believe anything unless the evidence is conclusive. Indeed, I
could never have gotten to the bottom of this history if I had
believed one tenth part of what I was told, there was so much
of it that was eitner manifestly false or absurd, or else contra-
dictory to the ascertained facts. It is therefore only the
bare bones of the story which you will find written here, for
I have rejected all the flowery embroideries v/hich would be
entertaining reading enough, I daresay, for some, but if there
be any doubt of the truth of a tning it is poor sort of enter-
( 1 )
tainment to read about in my opinion."
It is the method of strictly scientific, matter-of-
fact realism, combined with the use of careful detail. "She
was married in the year 1879 to Mr. Richard Tebrick, after a
short courtship, and went to live after their honeymoon at
( 2 )
Rylends, near Stokoe, Oxon." The style is sober and discreet
(1) David Garnett, Lady Into Fox p. 42
(2) Ibid. p. 3
. -
.
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at all times. The development is logical, tempting even the
sceptical reader into the sensation that if a woman could turn
into a fox it would be in this manner, a gradual ascendancy of
the animal spirit over the human, so that the body, which
changed suddenly, is in the end entirely in harmony with the
inner life.
.another metamorphosis takes place in The Venetian
Glass Nephew
,
by Elinor Wylie. This brilliant story of the
eighteenth century centers around the creation of a nephew
for Peter Innocent out of fine glass. Virginio, as he is
christened, falls in love with Rosalba, but her hearty exuber-
ance is too dangerous to his delicate fragility. At last the
problem is solved by Rosalba’ s transformation to exquisite
Sevres porcelain, after which the couple live happily on wafers
and whipped cream.
The method used by Miss Wylie, while fully as detailed
as that of Garnett, is different in every other respect. Garnett'
prose is sober and matter-of-fact, and the narrative, while
extremely detailed, is yet reduced passionlessly to the bare
bones of a novel. Miss Wylie's prose, on the contrary, while
crystal-clear and brittle, never turgid or flamboyant, is yet
jewel-like and ornamented, building from the fantastic theme
=.
,
,
\
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a glowing prose poem of rare beauty. The Venice she draws
is the same that once did”hold the gorgeous East in fee, and
was the safeguard of tne West.”
"Peter Innocent bowed his face upon his folded hands;
when he lifted his eyes again, they were dazzled by the great
palaces of the Venetian patriciate, all arabesqued in marble
and embossed by emblems. Here burned the silver torch of the
Morosini; the silver ladder of the Gradenigo scaled the heavens
the five-leaved roses of the house of Loredan endured in
frosted stone so delicate that it appeared to spread a perfume
on the air.
The gondolas were black, but all their canopies were
colored like the parterres of a prince’s garden* The sunlight
smelled of musk and peppermint; although the day was warm, a
lady carried a muff of panther-fur; she was followed by an
Ethiopian in scarlet livery, bearing a letter sealed with
Spanish wax. A naked child, an Eros cast in gilded bronze,
drank from the sea-green shell of a melon, held high above his
( 1 )
lips.”
A third type of metamorphosis literature is Virginia
Woolf's Orlando . Less successful than the other two wnen
11) Elinor Wylie, Tne Venetian Gl'iss I'ephew p. 229
.
considered strictly as a fantasy, (and indeed, it may be placed
under many different categories, J it is, as the title page
notes, a biography, the biography of a personality through
six hundred years.
We are first shown Orlando among his Elizabethan
contemporaries. Later, in Constantinople, while filling a
diplomatic post there, he becomes a woman and remains more or
less feminine until the conclusion of the book in nineteen
hundred and thirty-two. The book is marked throughout by
the clever, piercing and ironic style which the author has
stamped as her own. hot definitely in the stream-of-conscious-
ness tradition as are Mrs. Dalloway
,
To the Lighthouse
,
and
The Wave
s
,
it is still much more impressionistic than the
narrative style of either Elinor Wylie or i)avid Garnett. The
various scenes fade into one another with almost dreamlike
inconsequence, from London to Constantinople, from the six-
teenth century to the twentieth; the movement is a continous
flow rather than a series of definite episodes, a structure
not as well suited to fantasy as the more conventional archi-
tecture. Tne combination of oddity of inetnod and oddity of
content is not as convincing as a strange story told in a
regular narrative method.
Again, in Tne Food of tne Gods, by H. G. Wells, we
..
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have a contradiction of the lav/s of physical growth as they
are now understood. Two scientists discover a formula, shyly
but romantically named Herakleophorbia, which eliminates the
ordinary pauses in growth, and gives in their place a steady
upward ascent. There ensues a race of gigantic chicks, wasps,
rats and beetles, and finally when the food is given to children
there results a race of giants more than forty feet high,
between whom and the world of ordinary men a tremendous struggle
is inevitable.
In this scientific fantasy. Wells, contrary to his
usual custom offers no solution to the problem. Life on equal
terms for two different sizes of people in the same world is
impossible. The book closes as the challenge of the Children
of the Food is sent forth. It is in a sense a problem left to
the solution of the reader.
Max Beerbohm's kuleika Dobson belongs in this con-
sideration of the contradictions of generally accepted laws.
For while in the strictest sense it is not impossible that all
the Oxford undergraduates, with the exception of Koaks, should
drown themselves for the love of one lady, it is, however, in
definite opposition to the law of probability; indeed, it may
be placed at the very furthest limit of the improbable.

E. Ivl. Forster regards Zuleika Dobson as the most
ID
consistent achievement of fantasy in our time. Consistent
it is, in its touches of the supernatural, the changing color
of the Duke’s pearl studs and Zuleika’ s earrings; consistent
too, in its delicate satire on mob psychology. ’’You cannot
make a man by standing a sheep on its hind legs. But by
standing a flock of sheep in that position you can make a crowd
( 2 )
of men.” And yet, as fantasy it is not as successful as
Lady Into Fox
,
or Lolly WiHowes
,
or The Venetian Glass Nephew
,
because of its mock-heroic style, iantasy, however light and
airy its mood, should, at bottom, take itself seriously. The
author of fantasy should not write with one eye on his characters
and one on his audience, forever pointing out how delightfully
absurd and delicious the whole affair is. Fantasy, to be
successful, must be undertaken whole-heartedly. The author
may oe cynical, frivolous, or matter-of-fact. But if he is
facetious, he defeats nis own ends.
C. M. Francis notes this when he states; ’’The irony
is sustained without either a bend or a break from cover to
cover.... Its usual form is mock-heroics, garnished cleverly
with literary allusion. Often, however, it is irony for its
own sake alone, as if the author thought he did it ratner well,
(1) E. M. Forster, -n-spects of the Hovel p. 173
(2) Max Beerbohm, ^ulelka Dobson p. 158
.
or had formed the habit of it and could not stop, or somehow
or otner felt a little superior to every subject he wrote
( 1 )
about."
A fifth type of fantasy in fiction is the type in
which we find ourselves from the beginning definitely in the
fairy-tale world and dealing with fairy-tale people. It is to
this group that the fairytales of childhood, the tales of
Grimm and Anderson belong.
In modem fiction, one representative of this type
of writing is Lord Dunsany. In his snort story collections,
A Dreamer’s Tales
,
and the Boon of wonder
,
the world of magic
and dream is all around us. These tales, written before the
Jorkens stories, are told in poetic prose that is at times
almost in the form of a chant. Dunsany is fascinated by
strange and musical syllables, and the characters themselves,
and the fabulous cities in which they live, are given weird
and wonderful names. It is a world of color and brilliance,
veiled with mystery, that he paints for us. Storied, unhappy
cities, pale and beautiful, conquered at last by Time, idols
guarding jewels and gold, clever thieves who meet unspeakable
dooms, unicorns, dragons, gnomes and centaurs, all have their
place in Dunsany* s world.
(1) C. M. Francis, The Bookman, July, 1912, p. 426

In his introduction to A Dreamer’s Tales, Padraic
Colum says of Dunsany that he is "that rare creature in litera-
ture, the fabulist. He does not aim at imposing forms on what
we call reality-graceful, impressive or significant forms;
he aims at transporting us from this reality altogether. .. .He
keeps alive the spirit of wonder. One thing worth doing for
( 1 )
mankind is to make their imaginations more and more exalted."
It is Dunsany* s aim as Colum has said, to keep alive
the spirit of wonder in men’s hearts. If he has a spiritual
message, it stands in the form of a warning against the
encroaching effects of an industrial civilization. He endeavors
to lift our eyes from the smoke of cities to the far spaces
beyond the stars.
Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, too, in his i.^agic Flute
has created a world of his own, even less solid and tangible
than that of Dunsany, in which his characters are able to move
about. An adaptation of Mozart, Tamina, barastro, and the
Q,ueen of Wight carry out the allegorical design of their
creator.
In Jurgen
,
by James 3ranch Cabell, we have the eternal
quest of unsatisfied humanity symbolized by the pawnbroker,
(1) Lord Dunsany, A Dreamer’s Tales p. xiii

( 1 )
Jurgen, ”a composite of Faust and Peer Gynt". In a medieval
dream world ruled by Koshchei the Deathless, who made things as
they are, Jurgen carries on his search for true happiness.
Edward Niles Hooker characterizes Cabell’s literary
efforts: ’’Cabellian heroes in pursuit of a vision, journey
into the unknown, and after a series of erotic and esoteric
adventures, find that the vision is unattainable; then, as
grim reality comes back to take posession, they resign themselves
to settle down to enjoy the irony of a fate which makes the
( 2 )
illusive Unreal the only and abiding Heal.”
(1) Pelham Edgar, Trie jt of the Kovel p. 267
(2) Edward Niles Hooker, Something About Cabell
The Sewannee Heview, April 1929, p. 194
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The by no means exhaustive survey of the types of
fantasy in the last chapter leads us naturally to a considera-
tion of the various reasons for writing fantasy. Aside from
the traditional functions which, in general, fantasy shares
with the other types of literature, to please, to teach, and
to express the personality of the author, why is fantasy
written?
Perhaps the first and most generally accepted reason
for the writing of fantasy lies in an effort to escape from
reality. It should not be forgotten that as a type of literature,
fantasy stands under the Romantic banner with imagination, fancy,
original genius, and individuality. It is in the opposite camp
from classicism and rationalism.
Irving Babbitt recognized this fact when he said,
"The retreat of the Rousseauist into some ’land of chimeras’
or tower of ivory, assumes forms almost incredibly complex and
subtle, but at bottom the ivory tower is only one form of man’s
ineradicable longing to escape from the oppression of the actual
(1)
into some land of heart’s desire, some golden age of fancy."
(1) Irving Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism p. 72
..
.
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Agnes Hansen, in her Twentieth. Sent ary forces in
European Fiction
,
gives as her belief the fact that the
prevalence of fantasy in recent years is due to a desire to
( 1 )
escape from the psychology of the war. While this is, no
doubt, partly true, still it would seem a curiously narrow
and insufficient cause for the strong emphasis on the escape
motif* Rather it is due to a revolt against the strictures
of life in a world of increasing science and industrialism.
In The Foreground of American Fiction
,
Mr. Hartwick notes:
"Though harried from the earth by science, chivalry and beauty
and nonor continued to thrive in history and fantasy; and
nothing could prevent men from returning to imagination and
( 2 )
the past in order to be with these outlawed sentiments again."
The fantasies of Lord Dunsany are perhaps as good
examples as any of the escape from modernity through magic
and adventure. "There are two great classes of authors, "says
Odell Shepard, "those who help us to a clearer and fuller
knowledge of the world we live in, and those who lead us away
(3)
from that world. Lord Dunsany belongs to the latter class."
If there is a moral lesson implicit in the colorful
(1) Agnes Hansen, Twentieth Century Forces in .European
Fiction pp. 112-114
(2) Harry Hartwick, The Foreground of American Fiction p.173
(3) Odell Shepard, Lord Dunsany—Hyth-^aker
,
Scribner’s
Magazine^ Hay, 1921, p. 596
..
.
.
.
.
.
and poetic imagery of ^ Dreamer's Tales end The Book of wonder
,
it is in the shape of a warning against the pervading miasma
of an industrial urban civilization. As M. Shepard puts it:
"Learning a sad wisdom from the experience of his people,
Dunsany is determined to flee far enough, to gather miles and
meridians enough about him, so as to be free for a life-time
from politicians and policemen and pedants, from bill-boards
and yellow journalism and all the spreading stain of coramercial-
( 1 )
ized ugliness." London appears in these tales only as a
place to leave, a starting point for Bombashama and Perdon-
daris, whose marble walls have never known the smudge of factory
smoke. It is in an effort to erase the evil effects of modem
civilization that Dunsany builds this imaginary world of storied
cities, fabled swords, watchful idols, and strange fates for
daring criminals, as in the case of Slith who fell over the
edge of the world.
The atmosphere of these tales is heavy, sometimes
too heavy with a weird mingling of Oriental and Celtic mystery
and magic, and the style is archaic and consciously picturesque.
In the Travel Tales of Mr. Joseph Jorkens and in
Jorkens Remembers Africa Dunsany does not make use of this
(1) Odell Snepard, Lord Dunsany—Myth-maker , Scribner’s
Magazine, may, 1921, p. 596
..
.
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highly decorated style nor of the same type of mythical and
legendary hero-tales. Jorkens is symbolical of Dunsany’ s attemp-
to show that an escape from everyday occurences is possible
without a return to medievalism. There is a definite sympathy
between Dunsany and the White Q,ueen, who, through practise,
was eventually able to believe three impossible things before
breakfast. Through a refusal to accept the impossible as final,
man’s spirit is freed.
Walter De La Mare also escapes into the world of magic
with The Tnree Mulla-mulgars
.
Indeed, his escape is more com-
plete than Dunsany 's in that he, like Cabell, creates an entire
and self-consistent world of his own into which he can withdraw.
As Llewellyn Jones notes* ”His Tishnar is a country in which
we may all recognize claims which we too, have tried to stake
out. It is a country of indefinable but nevertheless real
( 1 )
mental states—a beyond that is within.”
max Beerbohm, in huleilca Dobson
,
escapes from the
humdrum world through the medium of humorous absurdity. He
does not depart to the realms of wonder but he turns the known
world topsy-turvy. What if, we may imagine him saying, there
were a woman so entrancing that all who looked at her became
(1) Llewellyn Jones, Walter De La Mare; Poet of Tisnnar
Bookman, July, 1S25, p. 552

her slaves? And what if this ravishing creature descended on
a naive and defenseless University? And what if there were at
the university an exquisite, arrogant Duke, who had never felt
the pangs of unrequited love? The sheer exuberance of its
vivacious irony lifts the reader from direct contact with reality,
but nevertheless it is kept in sight.
On the other hand, some fantasies, while avoiding
the didactic, were nevertheless, written with the intention of
promulgating certain theories about life.
In Tne Crock of Gold
,
Stephens attempts to solve the
problem of happiness and to give a formula by which it may be
attained. Throughout the book he puts in the mouth of Pan,
the answers of the physical body of man to this eternal question:
"Right is a word and Wrong is a word, but the sun
shines in the morning, and the dew falls in the dusk without
( 1 )
thinking of these words which have no meaning The Crown
of Life is not lodged in the Sun: the wise gods have buried it
deeply where the thoughtful will not find it, nor the good:
but the Gay Ones, the Adventurous Ones, the Careless Plungers,
( 2 )
they will bring it to the wise and astonish them Care-
(1) James Stephens, Tne Crock of Gold p. 56
(2) Ibid. p. 58
......
( 1 )
lessness is the beginning of wisdom Virtue is the
( 2 )
performance of pleasant actions Life is very simple.
It is to be born and to die, and in the interval to eat and
(3)
drink, to dance and sing, to marry and beget children.”
•“ngus Og represents the spirit of man, and to him
the greatest thing in the world is the Divine Imagination.
Finally Stephens comes to the conclusion that true happiness
is to be gained from a union of wisdom with joy. "Happiness
is... that divine discontent which cannot rest nor be at ease
until its bourne is attained, and the knowledge of a man is
(4)
added to the gayety of a cuild.” And at the end of the book
this is accomplished in the rescue of the Philosopher, who
symbolizes the Intellect of man, from prison by the Shee, the
fairy children of Joy.
It is the problem of suffering and pain which engages
Chesterton’s attention in The man Who >. as Thursday . The answers
to this question are partly discovered by Syme and partly
revealed by Sunday who represents the Christian God at the
fantastic festival which ends the book, hach individual has
to fight the whole universe in order that all those who obey
(1) James Stephens, The Crock of Gold p'. 89
(2) Ibid. p. 97
(3) Ibid. p. 98
(4) Ibid. p. 98

the law will be able to have the isolation and the glory of the
anarchist. And everyone, however noble, must suffer so that
Satan’s claim to our pity through his being the only sufferer
may be denied.'
In The Food of the Gods
,
Wells presents, though he
does not attempt to solve, the problem of mediocrity. The
Children of the Food are great not only in stature but in spirit
also, and Wells, with his customary yearning for the coming of
the superman, paints them as gods, shining and free. But the
other humans, the little people, instead of hailing them with
reverent joy, seek by all the means in their power to stifle
these giants, to crush and destroy them; the mediocre refuses
to accept the unusual, as the majority of humanity always tends
to reject and crucify its gods. The little people feel that
their safety is menaced, and when the security of mediocrity
is challenged by freedom and light, then the hosts of Philistia
arm themselves in a holy war to make the world safe for stupidity.
It is interesting to note in these earlier novels,
Wells’ curious pessimism concerning society. If we assume that
the Qhildren of the Food did eventually become victorious, and
humanity did gradually approach a Utopian level where all
obstacles to happiness were abolished, even there in The Time
Machine, he has traced the logical conclusion of the human race
.
.
.
.
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When tne necessity for struggle is removed, tne forces of
strength and will and intellect atrophy. It is curious that
in one of his earliest novels he has described the sorry result
of all the social Utopias with which he has concerned himself
since that time.
Virginia Woolf’s Orlando also is an expression of a
definite attitude toward life. While it is possible to regard
it simply as a biography, or a clever and intimate account of
the changes in Lnglish social and literary life from the six-
teenth to the twentieth century, still Orlando is really ”an
( 1 )
image for making good a philosophical abstraction". It is,
as Beach notes, a study of a many-sided personality, and a
revolt against a restricted labelling of anyone. It is the
problem of personality with which Mrs. Woolf is concerned, and
the problem of a personality in which Jekyll and Hyde are only
two symbols among many. In Orlando
,
Mrs. Woolf has drawn life
as sne feels it should be, a life stretching through centuries
of change and development, both masculine and feminine, with
the experiences of each, an ever growing, expanding and self-
adjusting personality.
The problem of spiritual freedom is one which would
(1) Joseph W. Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel p. 492

naturally interest the writers of fantasy. In The Avatars and
in Land Under England
,
this question is considered in both
its general and specific nature.
George Russell in 'me ..vatar s, presents a mystical
protest against advancing industrialism, and a creed that only
in the identification of himself with the great life forces to
be found in Nature can man arrive at complete freedom. Russell
holds with Stephens that the greatest thing in the world is the
Divine Imagination. It was to kindle this creative force that
ID
Aodh and Aoife were sent into the world. The civilization of
machines and cities cramps and stifles man’s imagination, and
with the imagination dies all the godlike in man, and he becomes
once more a brother of the beasts that perish.
In Land jnder England
,
by Josejjh O’Neill, the satire
is aimed more directly against the loss of personal liberty
under a complete Fascist regime. The book is not wholly success-
ful, hesitating as it does between two geflres of fiction, the
romance of adventure and the social satire. Possibly a compari-
son with Swift is supposed to be suggested to the reader, but
the resemblance to Ddgar Wallace and H. G. uells is much more
pronounced.
(1) George Russell, Tne .'.vatars, p. 150

Nevertheless, the book is an earnest object-lesson
of Mr* O’Neill’s conception of the completely state-controlled
system of government. Each member of society is taught to sur-
render his will and individualism entirely to the good of the
state, which good is determined by the High Ones, the masters
of Knowledge. All human beings thus become blank automatons,
exemplifications of living death, knowing nothing and feeling
nothing except what the Masters of Knowledge will them to know
and feel. The effect of utter hopelessness and the horrible
absence of individual personality are, of course, somewhat
heightened by the fact that this struggle of Julian’s against
the attempts of the High Ones to subjugate his will to theirs
takes place underground, in a darkness splashed with weird lights,
and ringed with somber mountains and a silent sea.
3ut in a comparison with 3rave lev; World
,
Land Under
England loses its significance. The people of Huxley's world
illustrate a spiritual desolation far more appalling than the
automatons of the Homan state. In Huxley’s World State it is
the empty and synthetic gayety of the inhabitants which is
horrible. They are like the tenants of Poe’s haunted palace
who "laugh but smile no more".
Stability is regarded as the only important ingredient

for happiness. lor stability they sacrificed art, for it is
only through violent and overwhelming passion or joy that great
art can be produced; for stability they sacrificed science,
because pure science in its onward progress is bound to be
unsettling; for stability they sacrificed God, because in a
completely stabilized world there is no need for religious com-
pensation, or repose, or consolation, or a sense of something
immovable beneath a changing surface; and for stability they
sacrificed nobility and heroism, as obviously there is no place
for either in a completely ordered society.
And in Land Under England and Brave New World the
fates of the visitors from outside is illustrative of their
relative appeal to the reader’s sense of probability. Anthony
Julian escapes in triumph to the upper world. The Savage in
the World State hangs himself.
In Jurgen
,
Cabell paints his hero-pawnbroker as
searching for a poetic justice in which he believes but which
he fails to find. Jurgen is a slightly Rabelaisian romanticist
wno "looks before and after and pines for wnat is not”, but
who nevertheless manages to enjoy himself during the process.
At the end of his journey, however, he is returned to his
starting point. ”He retained neither the faith, symbolized by
Guinevere, nor the desire symbolized by Anaitis, nor the vision.

( 1 )
symbolized by Helen.” Finally Jurgen* s quest for poetic
justice comes to an ignoble end under the eyes of Koshchei the
Heathless, who made things as they are, and who contemplates
the spectacle with appropriate emotions.
Gabell is a fantasist in form but not in spirit.
His tales, through whatever strange adventures they may take
tneir way, always return to earth. Scented and slightly
precious romance under his pen always turns into sordid and
carefully ironic reality. When the true fantasist unbridles
Pegasus, he rises free forever and never returns from the realms
of the upper air. Cabell keeps him on a halter and when the
flight is over, beds him down in the stable with a supper of
bran mash.
Hudson’s Green iviansions may perhaps belong to this
category of fantasies written to set forth definite ideas
about life. Hudson’s novel concerns man’s reach for the un-
attainable, which must always fall short but which keeps him
happy in the very attempt. Rima is the symbol of all that is
finest and fairest in life, all that sordid and ignoble humanity
is unable not only to achieve but even to appreciate. And
even though the hero never gains posession of this loveliness,
(1) James branch Cabell, Jurgen p. 357-558
«
•
.
he is ultimately happy in his knowledge that such beauty once
existed and in his belief that it will live for him again.
Elinor wylie’s Venetian ulass Eepnew is an allegory
of the relation between art and nature in which nature is com-
pelled to conform to art, as Rosalba’s exquisite gayety and
vigor is refined and dimmed to match Virginio’s fragility.
But unlike many allegories, the book can be read as sheer
fantasy, and it is an open question whether or not a knowledge
of the allegory heightens the pleasure of the reader.
The magic Flute, by G. Lowes Dickinson, is an allegory
of man’s search for truth and his struggles by the way with the
sceptics, the sophists and the mystics. As E. M. Forster states
it ’’ends on a note of interrogation. Reason and youth have
proved their worth, but the victory remains undecided, and it
is with a heavy heart that Sarastro retires to his castle. He
could give the i^ueen vision, but she cries, *1 want no vision;
( 1 )
I want the night.’”
Then, certain fantasies, such as Brave Hew World
,
The
Time x>iachine
,
and Road of ^ges are written as forecasts of the
future. The technique is simply the logical carrying to extremes
(1) E. M. Forster, Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson p. 180

of present day tendencies in social and economic life. Thus
in Brave Lew uorld
,
Huxley shows us one result of the present
world struggle for social and economic stability and for
community of ideas rather than individuality of thought. Wells,
in The Ti-ie caine
,
presents the end of a civilization, in
which all physical obstacles to happiness have been removed.
And more specifically, in Road of J^ges
,
Robert Nathan prophesies
the logical fate of the Jews if the other nations of the world
continue to harry them out of the land.
Finally, there is a group of fantasies written with
no other purpose in mind than the widening of the reader’s
mental and spiritual horizon. These authors refuse to believe
in the possibility of the impossible. Why should it be im-
possible for a lady to turn into a fox, for Satan to recruit
his witches in person, for humans from another world to visit
this one, for animals to act like humans, for Peter Pan to live
forever in the Neverland, for the monks of Blue Moon to nave
discovered the secret of transmitting time into a short eternity?
The laws which forbid these events are arbitrary and dogmatic;
possibly as absurdly blind as the Ptolemaic theory of the
universe. And so Lady Into Fox, Lolly WiHowes
,
The Transient s
The Wind in the Willows, Peter and 'Wendy, and Lost Horizon
come into being in an attempt to startle the reader from his
..
.
.
.
.
-
mental rut, to widen his capacity for understanding, to say
to him, ’’This may not be possible but—what if it were7”
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In any attempt to evaluate fantasy as a type of
literature, it should be remembered that it has, if not a nun>-
erous, yet a fairly continuous representation in English
Literature. It is not a product of the twentieth century.
Sidney’s Arcadia
,
Pilgrim’s Progress
,
Gulliver’s Trave ls,
Tristram Shandy
,
and ^lice in Wonderland are representative
fantasies of the four centuries immediately preceding our own.
And if fantasy seems too light a term to include Banyan and
Swift, it is due to its misuse and not to its basic inappro-
priateness.
One of the greatest values of fantasy is its place
in the production of what Watts-Dunton terms a ’’renascence of
wonder** in tne human spirit. He says, ’’Tnere are two great
impulses governing man, and probably not man only, but the entire
world of conscious life; the impulse of acceptance—the impulse
to take unchallenged and for granted all the phenomena of the
outer world as they are—and the impulse to confront these
( 1 )
phenomena with eyes of inquiry and wonder.”
(1J Theodore Watts-Dunton, Poetry and tne Renascence of
pp. 227-238wonder
..
.
.
.
It is this spirit of wonder rather that the spirit of acceptance
which fantasy helps to foster. The doctrine of nil admirari is
a doctrine of stagnation. Whatever their differences of effect
and approach, the fantasists of today stand together in their
hatred of the pressure of industrialism and the machine age on
the human spirit. They stand for the freedom of the individual,
for wonder and the creative imagination, for a liberty of thought
which goes beyond rational limits and boundaries. And today,
when not only the body but the mind of man is beginning to be
removed from his own control and set to work at the will of
another, these qualities for which fantasy stands are of great
importance
.
A second value of fantasy lies in its use as a medium
of escape. It offers the reader a refuge from a world where
order is so often lost in chaos and where the scheme of things
is too frequently obscured. It builds for him another world
with its own cosmic laws and its own symmetry, into which he
can escape when the need for harmony becomes acute. This is
legitimate. The temporary laying aside of our problems for the
spiritual refreshment which can be found in the realm of the
fantastic and the imaginary is an important factor in a well-
balanced mentality.
However, when the way of escape is taken too frequently.
.
i J
.
.
.
. f
.
.
when the reader begins to spend more time in the dream world
than in the world of reality, then the usefulness of fantasy
is transformed into abuse. This misuse of the imagination is
ironically illustrated in Lord Dunsany’s tale of the Coronation
of Mr, Tuomas Shap ,
Mr. Shap is a clerk who has discovered the realms of
imaginative power which lie in his own mind. M0n far the most
important day o.f his life he went as usual to town by the early
train to sell plausible articles to customers, while the
spiritual Shap roamed off to fanciful lands. As he walked from
the station, drowsy but wide awake, it suddenly struck him that
the real Shap was not the one walking to Business in black and
ugly clothes, but he who roamed along a jungle’s edge near the
ramparts of an old and Eastern city that rose up sheer from the
sand, and against which the desert lapped with one eternal wave.
He used to fancy the name of tnat city was Larkar. ’After all,
the fancy is as real as the body’, he said with perfect logic.
( 1 )
It was a dangerous theory One day when he sat in Sowla,
the city of the Thuls, throned on one amethyst, he decided, and
it was proclaimed on the' moment by silver trumpets all along the
land, that he would be crowned as king over all the lands of
(1) Lord Ounsany, Tne Book of wonder pp. 107-108
..
.
.
-
Wonder
By that old temple where the Thuls were worshipped,
year in, year out, for over a thousand years, they pitched
pavilions in the open air. The trees that blew there threw out
radiant scents unknown in any countries that know the map; the
stars blazed fiercely for that famous occasion. A fountain
hurled up, clattering ceaselessly into the air armfuls on armfuls
of diamonds. A deep hush waited for the golden trumpets, the
holy coronation night was come, .at the top of those old, worn
steps, going down we Know not whither, stood the king in the
emerald and amethyst cloak, the ancient garb of the Thuls; beside
him lay that Sphinx that for the last few weeks had advised him
in his affairs.
Slowly, with music when the trumpets sounded, came up
towards him from we know not where, one hundred and twenty arch-
bishops, twenty angels, and two arch-angels, with that terrific
crown, the diadem of the Thuls. They knew as they came up to
him that promotion awaited them all because of this night’s
work. Silent, majestic, the king awaited them.
The doctors downstairs were sitting over their supper,
the warders softly slipped from room to room, and when in that
cosy dormitory of Hanwell they saw the king still standing
..
.
erect and royal, his face resolute, they came up to him and
addressed him: ’Go to bed,' they said—’pretty bed.’ So he lay
( 1 )
down and soon was fast asleep; the great day was over.”
This is not Gunsany at his best or his most character-
istic but it is a clear picture of the dangers involved in the
misuse of fantasy as a medium of escape.
The third value of fantasy lies in its use as a medium
for the interpretation of life. It was through fantasy that
Bunyan and Swift presented their conclusions about life and the
human race, -and even in fantasies not definitely didactic or
allegorical, tne authors’ standards and points of view are
plainly apparent. Whether they see modern civilization as a
misfortune from which to flee, or as a growing menace which
should be revolted against, or simply as a prison, the bars of
which should be flung open, there lies in fantasy an opportunity
for them to make clear their opinions in an easily understood
and entrancing form.
11) Lord Dunsany, The Book of wonder pp. 115-114

SUMMARY
Fantasy, determined by its subject-matter and not by
its method, may be defined as the logical treatment of an im-
possible event. There are five types of fantasy: (1) The intro-
duction of supernatural beings into ordinary life, (2) The
introduction of ordinary men into the world of fancy, (3) The
consideration of the animal world in terms of the human, (4) The
definite contradiction of particular laws of nature, (5) The
treatment of the fairy tale world.
There are four main reasons for writing fantasy:
(1) An escape from prosaic modernism, (2) The promulgation of
theories about life, l 3) A forecast of the future, (4) The
widening of mental horizons.
The value of fantasy in literature lies in its part
in producing a renascence of wonder, in offering an escape when
reality becomes too overpowering, and in its availability as
a medium for the interpretation of life.
-.
.
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